The purpose of this article is to characterize finite supersolvable groups G satisfying one of the following properties: SP: G splits over each normal subgroup N% «5(G), Í>(G) the Frattini subgroup of G.
image of <D(G0) contradicts O(G0)^1. Since (O(G))0^O(G0), then equality results. 
. If GeF then (i) Z(G)^0(G)or
(ii) G=Z(G) ® A, where the center of G, Z(G), is a direct product of elementary abelian p-groups and A is centerless and Hall-complemented. Corollary 
If GeF and G is nilpotent then either (i) G is a nonabelian p-group or
(ii) G is expressible as a direct product of elementary abelian groups.
Assume that G e 0* is not nilpotent and not expressible as a direct product with nontrivial factors. Consequently 1 # G' = [G, G] á £(G) and O(G) < G' properly. Denote by A' a member of a principal series through O(G) for which (0(G) : N)=p and consider G* = G/N. Then 0(G/A7) = 0(G*)< [G*, G*], properly, for otherwise G would be nilpotent, and since G* eS^G* is not expressible as a direct product, for this would contradict 0(G*)#1.
Furthermore 0(G*) is the unique minimal normal subgroup. By Corollary 1.3, F(G)* is a /z-group, and of course p±2, for then G would be nilpotent.
Summarizing, one now has under consideration a group G eSP (G* in the above) having the following properties:
(1) G is a nonnilpotent supersolvable group that is not expressible as a direct product, (2) £(G) is the Sylow/»-subgroup for/z the largest prime dividing \G\,pJ=2, (ii) G=[F(G)]C, where F(G) is the nonabelian p-group of order p3 and exponent p, and C is the direct product of two cyclic subgroups of square-free order having at least one factor different from the identity, such that C acts faithfully on F(G), C fixes at least one maximal subgroup of F(G) (and hence at least two), and p\\c\. This immediately implies that F= M (g) A* and so M is cyclic of order p2. Otherwise 0(£)= 1 contradicts 0(G) # 1. If/!*# 1, then the elements of order p in £ form a characteristic subgroup H in £and (£ : H)=p. Since G splits over H, this implies that £ is elementary abelian. Therefore F=M is cyclic of order p2. If G=[F]C, then C is contained in Aut (£) having \C\ | (p-I). Hence C is a cyclic group of square-free order, p\ \C\.
Conversely if G=[F]C, where £ is cyclic of order p2 for p the largest prime dividing |G|, C is cyclic of square-free order acting faithfully on F, and p \ |C|,one can readily verify that G splits over each normal subgroup not contained in 0(G).
Case 2. F' = 0(£) = 0(G) + 1.
Since F'<Z(F) properly implies that Fis abelian, then F'=Z(F) = 0(F). Moreover for the homomorphism 6: A* -> Aut (M), Ker 6SZ(F)SM implies that \A*\=p. Hence \F\=p3. If F does not have exponent p, then F contains a subgroup N of index p generated by the elements of order p. Hence N is characteristic in F and normal in G. Consequently G splits over A' but F does not. Therefore F is not of this type.
Suppose that F has exponent p. Clearly F will split over any subgroup, not 0(F), that is normal in G and contained in F. Since F(G/0(G)) = F(G)/0(G), then for G* = G/0(G), F* is elementary abelian of order p2 and F* coincides with its centralizer.
and so G* = [F*]C* where C*^C. By Maschke's theorem, F* is completely reducible with respect to C*, C* acting faithfully on F*. However G* supersolvable implies that F* is the direct product of two subgroups of order p, say F* = FX ® F2, such that Ff, FgHG*. Then note that if A* is the kernel of the homomorphism of C* -> Aut (Fi*) and A*^l, no element different from the identity in A* can centralize F*. So C* = A* <8) B*, where 77* ^ 1, A* and B* are cyclic of square-free order, A* centralizes Fx* and is faithful on F2*, whereas B* is faithful on Ff. Therefore C* is elementary abelian and no Sylow (/--subgroup has order greater than q2 forq^p. There exists a self-normalizing maximal subgroup F such that N^L. For if # is contained in the intersection of all self-normalizing maximal subgroups of G, then by a result of Gaschiitz [4] , N is nilpotent, and NSF. Therefore G = NL. This implies the existence of a reduced product NL* = G such that L*SL and N r\ L* S$>(L*). However since F(G)$L, the Sylowyz-subgroups of F, and hence L*, are elementary abelian. By another result of Gaschiitz (Satz 8 [3] ), F* splits over each of its normal subgroups and so 0(F*)=1. Therefore G=[N]L*.
CaseC. N<F. Suppose 7W0(G) = 0(F) and \N\=p2. If G' = 0(F), then G is nilpotent in contradiction to C being faithful on F. Consequently there exists a self-normalizing maximal subgroup L such that N$L and G = NL. A reduced product exists, and as in Case B, G splits over N.
Therefore the conditions in the summary are necessary and sufficient conditions that G is a g-group whenever £' # 1.
Remark. In the preceding theorem, the question arises that if C fixes at least two maximal subgroups, does C fix them all ? In the group to be defined, G is a g-group belonging to P and has precisely two maximal subgroups in F(G) that are normal in G. Consider G = (a, b, c,d} with the defining relations a7 = b7 = c7 = d3 = 1, b~1ab = ac, ac = ca, bc = cb, d~1ad=a2, d~lbd=bi, and d'1cd=c. Then F=F(G) = (a, b, c), G =[£]<</>, £=G', and 0(G) = 0(£) = £'. 3 . Assume that G is nonnilpotent, G is not expressible as a direct product, and 0(G) ^1. Proof. By Corollary 1.3, £ is a /z-group, and, as in the above proof, there is a subgroup AK1G such that (0(G) : N)=p and G/N is a g-group. Then (i) and (iii) follow from Theorem 2.1(ii). Since there exists at least one maximal subgroup of £ that is normal in G, then the subgroup //generated by the elements of order/? is not contained in 0(£). Therefore G, and so £, splits over //0(£). However the complement of /70(F) in F can have no elements of order p. Therefore £= /70(£) = H. By (i), £ is a 2-generator group. So (ii) results.
If G e SP and the conditions are satisfied, then £(G) can not be abelian. It follows that F(G) = F(N)P. Since F(G) is cyclic, then either F(N)<Por P = F(N). P=F(N) implies that F(G)SN and so G splits over N since ((G : N), |ÍV|)=1.
Otherwise, since 77 is abelian, N^Jr(Q).
So ¿V(Q) = G, contrary to assumption. 5. Since each nilpotent group G is the direct product of its Sylow subgroups, then by Proposition 1.4 if G s 0 and \G\ is divisible by two distinct primes, then G is a direct product of elementary abelian subgroups. The same can be said about an abelian /z-group expressible as a direct summand with at least two factors differing [June from the identity. However for completeness in this case, if G is cyclic of order pn, n> 1, then GeF. Consequently for the remainder of this section it will be assumed that GeF, that G is not expressible as a direct product, and that G is nonabelian. From §1 it immediately follows that Proof. As is known, the only nonabelian 2-groups generated by two elements of order 2 are the dihedral groups. The converse is readily verified.
Remark. As the result of Corollary 5.2.2, the remaining discussion will consider only p-groups for p + 2.
Theorem 5.3. A nonabelian p-group G having at least two abelian maximal subgroups has property F iff G is the nonabelian group of order p3 having exponent p.
Proof. If nonabelian GeF and has two abelian maximal subgroups, then G' = O(G)=Z(G). Therefore each maximal subgroup of G is abelian and hence each proper subgroup of G is abelian. Groups with this property have \G'\ =p. So \G\ =p3 and it follows that G has exponent p. The converse is evident.
It can be noted that if G e S2 and has precisely one abelian maximal subgroup then G has maximal class. This stems from (G : G')=p2. Another observation is that \f G eSP and it is a nonabelian /z-group then G cannot be the Frattini subgroup of any/»-group. This follows from a result of C. Hobby [9] , namely: A nonabelian /»-group G, the index of whose derived group is/»2, cannot be 0(G*) for any/»-group G*. Also if G e SP and |G| =/»*,/» odd, then G satisfies one of the following types:
(i) G = <x, y, z, w | xp=y" = zp = w" = 1, w~1zw = zx, z~1yz=y, z~lxz = x, w'1xw =x, z~1xz = x, y~1xy = x}, for/»>3, (ii) G=<x, y, z | x9=y3 = z3= 1, y~1xy = x, z'xxz = xy, z~lyz = x~3y).
6. Consider G eSP* and assume that G is a nonabelian /»-group that is not expressible as a direct product. Proof. Consider x e G\0(G), G e SP*. There exists a maximal subgroup A/ such that xxtM and G = M(x). Since each reduced product must be a semidirect product, it follows that |x| =/». The converse is clear. Proof. If x eZ(G) has order /»", for «> 1, then each y e G\0(G) has the same order in contradiction to the theorem.
In the following a regular /»-group refers to that defined by P. Hall [6] (or see [10] ).
Theorem 6.2. If G e SP then G is regular iff each element of G has order p.
Proof. If each element has order p then G is regular. On the other hand for G regular, Gp the subgroup generated by the elements of order/», and G" the subgroup generated by the /»th power of the elements of G, |G/G"| = |GP|, (e.g. see Satz 10.7, p. 327, [10] ). Since G = G" then G has exponent/». Corollary 6.2. If G is regular then GeS»iffGeS**. Proof. Let 02(G) = 0(0(G)). Then by Theorem 6.1, G/02(G) has each element of order 3 and hence it is a regular 3-group with two generators. By Satz 10.3, p. 322, [10] , such a group has G/02(G) cyclic. However since G' = 0(G), then G'/02(G) cyclic implies that G' is cyclic. Suppose that \G\ ^34. Then G contains a normal subgroup 7V< G' such that \G/N\ =34. However, as noted in the remarks at the end of §5, there are no nonabelian 3-groups of this order that satisfy F* and have a cyclic commutator subgroup. Therefore \G\ <34. Corollary 6.3. If GeF* and \G\ >p3, thenp>3.
Proof. Only the dihedral groups belong to F forp = 2.
Remark. For the remaining portion of this section assume that p>3. Theorem 6.4. If GeF* then either (i) G has exponent p or (ii) (G : G^/.GVl.
Proof. Consider G/Gp which is regular by Theorem 6.2 and satisfies F*. Denote yzm=|G/Gp|. P. Hall [8] has shown that whenever co<p, then G is regular. This implies that |G"| = 1. Therefore co^p.
Theorem 6.5. Let GeF* and \G\=pn, p>3. Then each element in O(G) has order pr for r<n-p+l whenever n>p.
Proof. Suppose that O(G) has an element of order pn~p + 1. A result of N. Blackburn (Corollary 2.2, [2]) is that either |G/GP| <pp or G possesses a normal subgroup A of order p" and exponent p such that G/N is cyclic, or G is a/z-group of maximal class of order pp + 1. |G/GP| <p" implies that G is regular and has exponent p. G/N cyclic implies that G' = 0(G)< N and so each element of G has order p. A known result (see p. 369, [10] ) is that if G has maximal class with \G\ =pn, 5SnSp +1 then G' has exponent p. However another known result (see p. 373, [10] ) is that if G has maximal class with \G\ zipp + 1 then G is irregular. Combining the last two statements with Theorem 6.2 one has that \G\ cannot be pp + 1 whenever G has maximal class. Hence 0(G) cannot have elements x such that |x| =pr for r^n -p+l. Gk-j is the subgroup generated by the pk~' powers of the elements of G, has k<n -p-1.
Proof. By Theorem 6.5, k<n-p+l, and since the subgroup of 0(G) that is generated by the pl powers of the elements coincides with that for G then k < (n -2) -p+\=n-p-\. Proof. If \G\ =pp + 1 and G is irregular, then G has class/», (see p. 331, [10] ). This contradicts Corollary 6.5.2. So \G\>pp + 1. If G has no normal subgroup N of exponent /» with \N\ ^/»p_1 then G is regular (see p. 334, [10] ). So (ii) and (iii) are satisfied. Since 0(G) ^N implies that G is regular, then N<<t>iG) properly.
7. Proof. Assume that 0 is hereditary on G. A result of Blackburn (Theorem 4, [1] ) is that if G and G' are generated by two elements, then G' is abelian. So 0(G) must be abelian and hence it is either elementary abelian or it is cyclic of prime order, /»". If « > 1 it cannot be cyclic since the only group of order /»4 satisfying 0 has 0(G) noncyclic. If «=1, then G is nonabelian of order/»3 and has exponent/», i.e. 0* is hereditary on G. Proof. Assume that F* is hereditary on G. Note that G would be elementary wheneverp = 2 and Theorem 6.3 completes the case forp = 3. So assumep> 3, G is nonabelian, and \G\ >p3. For a subgroup N<lG of index pl, the centralizer M/N of G'/N has index p and so it is elementary abelian. Therefore M is abelian and G has maximal class. By Corollary 6.5.2, \G\ Sp".
For the converse it is enough to examine (iii). Since \G\ Spp, G is regular, and by Corollary 6.2, G e F*. Each abelian subgroup of G is elementary abelian. If G contains a nonabelian maximal subgroup K, then KeF and so KeF*.
Inductively each nonabelian subgroup satisfies F*. Proof. First note that F(G) is not a 2-group by Theorem 3.1. Then F hereditary on G implies that F is hereditary on F(G). By Theorem 7.2, F* is hereditary on F(G) and so F(G) must satisfy one of the forms in Theorem 7.3. By Theorem 4.2, G e F*. However this is valid for all nonnilpotent subgroups of G. So F* is hereditary on G.
Theorem 7.5. F* is hereditary on a nonnilpotent supersolvable group G iff G satisfies one of the following:
(i) G is Hall-complemented or (ii) G=[F]C where for the largest prime p dividing \G\, F is a p-group, p\ \C\, C acts faithfully on F, (a) F is cyclic of order pn, n > 1 and C is a cyclic group of square-free order or (b) F is nonabelian of maximal class, \F\ Spp, F= [A7]<x | xp= 1) for M an elementary abelian p-group, C is a direct product of two cyclic groups of square-free order, at least one of which differs from the identity, and either (1) \F\ =p3 and F has exponent p or (2) \F\ >p3 and C is faithful on each C-invariant maximal subgroup ofF.
Proof. Since F* is hereditary on G then F(G) = FeF*. Then (i) arises whenever F(G) is elementary abelian, (iia) is a consequence of Theorem 3.5 and the general in particular for /z-groups, rests in the determination of a structure that would enable a /z-group to be isomorphic to the Frattini subgroup of some finite group. It has not been determined whether or not this is dependent upon the group structure with respect to the reduced products over the normal subgroups not contained in the Frattini subgroup. If it is, then the natural question would be, does a strong group property such as introduced in this paper yield an equally strong structural condition on O(G) ? Also it raises the question on the type of structure that a supersolvable group must possess in order that it does not split over any proper normal subgroup and the resulting effect on the structure of the Frattini subgroup.
